Zhaga Press Release

Qicheng Electrical Equipment joins the Zhaga Consortium

Piscataway, NJ, USA – 23 January 2024

Zhaga Consortium, a global association at the forefront of standardizing interfaces for components in LED luminaires, proudly announces the addition of Qicheng Electrical Equipment as a Regular Member.

CQC/Qicheng Electrical Equipment Co. Ltd. was founded in 1994 and specializes in manufacturing and designing electrical parts for lighting, HVAC and electrical industries. The products are exported to middle and high-end markets throughout the world.

The Zhaga Consortium is an influential global association of lighting companies that aims to standardize interfaces for components in LED luminaires, including light engines, LED modules, LED drivers, and connectivity. By becoming a Regular Member, Qicheng Electrical Equipment demonstrates its commitment to fostering collaboration and innovation within the lighting industry.

"Joining the Zhaga Consortium as a Regular Member is a significant milestone for Qicheng Electrical Equipment. We are excited to work alongside industry leaders to shape the future of smart lighting solutions and contribute to the establishment of global standards," said Xuanfeng Ye, Founder at Qicheng Electrical Equipment.

For further information, please contact Axel Baschnagel, Zhaga Marketing Communications at marcom@zhagastandard.org.

About Qicheng Electrical Equipment:
Since the foundation in 1994, CQC/Qicheng Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd has specialized in electrical parts for lighting, HVAC and electrical industries, such as miniature circuit breakers, photo controls, photocontrol receptacles and associated products. The global reach extends to middle and high-end markets. The commitment to quality is reflected in ISO9001 certification, TUV Germany’s international quality system, and various safety certifications, including CB, VDE, DEKRA, UL, and CUL. Recognized as a National Torch Major Project Implement Unit, CQC was the first in China to achieve VDE and UL certifications for specific products. As a premier manufacturer of photocontrols and photocontrol sockets, the diverse product line adheres to industry standards such as UL773/773A, ANSI C136.10, ANSI C136.24, ANSI C136.41, and Zhaga Book 18. Visit www.cn-cqc.com for more information.
About Zhaga Consortium
Zhaga is a global association of lighting industry members. Zhaga standardizes interface specifications for LED luminaire components, including LED light engines, LED modules, LED arrays, holders, electronic control gear (LED drivers), connectors, sensor and/or wireless communication modules and associated devices. The Zhaga interface standards enable multi-vendor ecosystem of interoperable products. To create trust in the interoperability of products from multiple vendors Zhaga has a certification and logo-program executed by third party test houses. Through its focus on interoperability, Zhaga contributes to circularity lighting via smart, connected lighting and serviceable luminaires, supporting the UN Sustainable Development Goal 11 for sustainable cities and communities. Zhaga has set up a partner and liaison program, working with recognized Standards Development Organizations and Alliances to maximize synergies, leverage external expertise and global acceptance. For more information, visit www.zhagastandard.org.